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Welcome to the first Mid Sussex Applauds Awards, a very 
important new event in the calendar where we can recognise 
the fantastic work of individuals and organisations across the 
district. Without question, these are the people who have 
done so much to make Mid Sussex such a great place to live.

I would like to thank everyone who submitted nominations 
for the Awards, and I am delighted to welcome our short-
listed nominees and their friends and families today. 

As you will see from the citations in the programme, a 
wide range of activities, fundraising and volunteer work 
has been undertaken. This year we have gone out into the 
community to ask for nominations and the response has 
been fantastic. It truly does demonstrate that our nominees 
are extremely well regarded within their community. Today 
I look forward to meeting and congratulating everyone 
who has been shortlisted for this final awards stage.

I am sure you will have an enjoyable 
and memorable afternoon.

COUNCILLOR COLIN TRUMBLE  
CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL

A MESSAGE FROM THE 
CHAIRMAN OF MID 
SUSSEX DISTRICT COUNCIL

THIS AFTERNOON’S  
PROGRAMME

3PM PRESENTATION OF AWARDS BY COUNCILLOR COLIN TRUMBLE,  
 THE CHAIRMAN OF THE COUNCIL & MRS DAVINA IRWIN-CLARK, 
 THE HIGH SHERIFF OF WEST SUSSEX AND AWARD SPONSORS

 
 AWARD CATEGORIES

STRONGER TOGETHER

TAKE PRIDE IN MID SUSSEX

YOUNG ACHIEVER

STRONGER COMMUNITIES

BUSINESS IN THE COMMUNITY AWARD 

YOUNG VOLUNTEER OF THE YEAR

GOOD SPORT AWARD

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

PEER NOMINATED AWARD

4.15PM AFTERNOON TEA

5PM EVENT ENDS



STRONGER 
TOGETHER AWARD 

 

AN INDIVIDUAL WHO HAS HELPED 
TO BRING TOGETHER CULTURES AND 
COMMUNITIES THROUGH A LOCAL 
PROJECT OR COMMUNITY ACTIVITY

SARAH CHEESMUR

Sarah set up the Cuckfield Cuckoo 
Choir in 2013 for able/non able bodied 
retired people as she recognised 
they could become isolated and 
marginalised.  Every Friday 60 people 
sing a variety of songs, and they have 
forged friendships with many now 
socialising together outside of choir 
time, thus realising Sarah’s hopes 
that singing would benefit people’s 
sense of wellbeing. There is a waiting 
list to join! Sarah manages the choir 
and organises opportunities to sing in 
concerts in various venues. They sang 
with the Budapest Cathedral Choir in 
2018 and this summer that choir visited 
Cuckfield to sing with the Cuckoo 
Choir at the Cuckfield MusicFest. 

Sarah has worked with homeless 
services in Brighton since the 
1990s. She volunteered with the 
Brighton and Hove Neighbourhood 
Mediation project to help people to 
remain accommodated. Last year 
she volunteered at a Brighton Night 
shelter accommodating 15 people 
every night throughout the winter 
and feeding them a hot meal.

Sarah has also worked on the 
management committee of Cuckfield 

Youth Club and played a large part 
in Cuckfield Cosmos Youth Football 
Club arranging social events for 
young people. For eight years she 
was part of Cuckfield Local and 
played a big part in the managing 
and selling for the project in our local 
market. She was also key to helping 
to set up the village community 
garden at Warden Park School.

Sarah embodies the very finest 
tradition of public spiritedness that is 
often difficult to identify in our society.

JANE HILL

Jane is retired but does more now 
than she used to when working! She 
helps out at the Sayers Common 
Community Shop several times a 
week and has done so for nearly 5 
years. She volunteers in the shop 
as shopkeeper, but also as general 
admin, and also to do the shopping 
trips to the local wholesaler getting 
up at 5.30am, using her car, to stock 
the shop. She also volunteers at 
Hurstpierpoint Charity Shop on the 
shop floor and as admin. She helps 
run an active link her daughter Charley 
has with a community in Sierra Leone, 
by collecting donations Sussex-wide 
of children’s clothes, old sports kit 
from Scouts clubs, school uniform, 
toys, gifts, stationery, medical items, 
toothpastes donated from Hurst 
Dentist and Christmas gifts made by 
hand. Jane sends them in £100 10kg-
per-time parcels, funded by the jams 
and preserves she makes and sells at 
local fetes and fairs in her spare time, 
to raise money to help fund several 
children to go to school, families 
to eat and a charity based in Sierra 
Leone to provide for needy children.

Jane takes an active volunteering 
role at her church in Wivelsfield to 
help behind the scenes dressing the 
church and preparing it each Saturday 
evening, and serving at the service 
with the vicar most Sunday mornings. 
All this as well as holding down a 
part time job which she loves.

GARY SIMONS

Gary Simons has been a volunteer with 
Mid Downs Hospital Radio for over 18 
years. He provides all the technical 
support both in the studios and for 
the fundraising Outside Events Unit. 
He cheerfully takes on any technical 
problems at events not only for MDR but 
any other community groups performing 
at the events. He regularly helps local 
charities such as Mid Sussex Gateway 
and Mencap with their events and is 
a mainstay of support for many local 
council events. Apart from his ability to 
solve technical issues, he is a delight 
to work with and his sunny, willing 
personality has taken the stress out of 
events for many organisers. He is brilliant 
with children and adults alike and the 
Hospital Radio and indeed Mid Sussex 
would be a poorer place without him.

KAREN WILLIAMS

Karen decided earlier this year to try and 
revive the Duck Fair that used to be run 
on Jane’s Lane at Worlds End in Burgess 
Hill. The last Duck Fair was in 2012 and 
had run for many years previously. Karen 
worked tirelessly to ensure the event 
was a success and the whole community 
was brought together. The comments 
on Facebook since the event have been 
extremely positive and there are calls 
for the event to continue every year. 

Karen ran the event to raise money 
for St Peter and St James Hospice 
and gave local community groups a 
chance to earn some well needed 
funds. There were over 60 stalls at the 
event and the number of people who 
attended exceeded 5000! It has come 
to light that since the event Karen did 
this with a broken foot! This project 
took over her life, she ate, slept and 
breathed Duck Fair! But she pulled it 
off and it was a huge success! Karen 
really went above and beyond in 
bringing the community together.

COMMENDED

Jane Green, Sylvia Harris, 
Diann Johnson, Lisa-Maria 
Lake , Anna Sharkey

Information in the following citations is taken from the nomination details



TAKE PRIDE IN 
MID SUSSEX 

THIS AWARD RECOGNISES RESIDENTS 
WHO DEDICATE THEIR TIME AND ENERGY 
INTO KEEPING MID SUSSEX CLEAN AND 
GREEN, TAKE PRIDE IN THEIR LOCAL AREA 
BY CREATING COMMUNITY GARDENS, 
PAINTING LOCAL SPACES, UPCYCLING OR 
ENCOURAGING OTHERS TO RECYCLE.

BURGESS HILL RECYCLING 
- TERRACYCLE SCHEME

Burgess Hill Recycling Terracycle 
Scheme is a community scheme to 
recycle various items not currently 
accepted in the kerbside bin collection, 
and raises money for charity (Oscars 
Wish Foundation among others) in the 
process. It takes time and money to 
coordinate and is done for free and 
relies on help from volunteers in the 
group. They have three collection 
points in town with drop offs from 
private homes, local businesses, and 
brownie and guide groups. They are 
also educating and raising awareness 
of green issues on their page. They’ve 
only been going since May this year 
but have raised over £130 and saved 
over 78kg of waste from landfill.

 

RICHARD INMAN

Richard is retired and for the last 4 
years has spent much of his time 
tidying up the area where he lives in 
Herontye, East Grinstead. Richard 
picks up rubbish and leaves in winter 
time, cuts grass, mends things and 
much more to keep the area tidy. He 
even called out Dyno Rod to replace 
broken drain covers and encouraged 
several residents to contribute to the 
cost, of which he also contributed. 

Richard is an inspiration and will 
only encourage others to take 
pride in their community.

COLIN MCFARLIN

Colin has been a volunteer Waste 
Prevention Advisor for WSCC for six 
years. As the writer of a regular column 
in Lindfield Life magazine, he spends 
hours putting the helpful information 
together for readers. His content 
is amongst the most interactive 
with the readership; people on the 
street want to know how and what 
to recycle – they just need a helping 
hand. That is what Colin McFarlin 
does – he helps us all to do our bit. 

Last year Colin delivered 28 talks to 
local groups in the area on top of his 
other responsibilities with WSCC and 
regular writing for the magazines. In 
the first six months of this year he 
has already given 38 talks in West 
Sussex and notched up over 220 
hours of volunteering in 2019 alone!

Colin is a fantastic guy and his passion 
for waste prevention and recycling is 
infectious! He is also a real inspiration 
for the rest of us as to how to spend 
your ‘retirement’ doing something 
useful. And that, he certainly does!

ROB MCINTYRE

Rob instigated the Balcombe Garden 
Guerrillas over eight years ago leading 
a small group of volunteers who care for 
the gardens at Balcombe Station, look 
after the wooden planters dotted around 
the village and generally undertake 
clearance and tidying work wherever 
there is a need in the village. Through 
Rob’s vision and enthusiasm the station 
gardens have won critical acclaim 
and following on from this Rob was 
instrumental in entering Balcombe in the 
Parishes in Bloom competition this year.

In addition to the gardening volunteering, 
Rob is currently engaged in renovating 
Balcombe phone boxes. Rob deserves 
this award to acknowledge his efforts 
and to say a heartfelt thank you for 
making Balcombe a prettier place to live.

COMMENDED

Barbara Lank, Alison Merricks

SPONSORED BY



YOUNG ACHIEVER 
AWARD

AGAINST ALL THE ODDS, SOMEONE 
WHO HAS OVERCOME SIGNIFICANT 
OBSTACLES AND MADE A POSITIVE 
DIFFERENCE TO THEIR OWN LIVES OR 
TO OTHER YOUNG PEOPLE THROUGH 
EDUCATION, CAMPAIGNING OR HELPING 
ANOTHER OVERCOME A DIFFICULT 
SITUATION OR PERSONAL PROBLEM.

PETER MCCLEERY

Peter, a young 22 year old, who has 
Autism and mild learning difficulty. 
He has managed so many difficult 
situations that confronted him with 
the support of his parents. Incredibly 
after numerous applications 
and interviews he managed to 
obtain a permanent post as ICT 
Technician at a local school. 

When Haywards Heath Sixth 
Form College closed, Peter was 
instrumental in creating a petition on 
‘Change.org’, that gathered 3,000 
signatures. The closure was discussed 
with Anne Milton MP, Sir Nicholas 
Soames MP and the Department for 
Education. The Chichester College 
Group also discussed and shared 
existing plans and ideas including 
curriculum structure with Peter and 
other members of the community. 

Peter has recently passed his 
Driving Theory Test and is 
looking forward to this next step, 
showing great determination.

This is a wonderful example of 
a young man caring and being 
enthusiastic in helping others. He has 
come through so many difficulties to 
become a very special gentleman 
with his own job and the ability to 
help his fellow students. A ‘Young 
Achiever’ who against all odds, 
made a positive difference to his 
own life and to other young people.

OLI SAUNDERS

Oli has campaigned to get a bike 
pump track in Balcombe for the benefit 
of all young people in the village. 
Although it has not come to fruition 
yet the Parish Council have been 
impressed by his enthusiasm and 
commitment to the project. Not only 
has he carried out extensive research, 
he has also demonstrated the 
confidence and poise to stand up in 
Council meetings to put his case and 
answer questions from Councillors.

What can we 
print for you?
Personal Stationery
Leaflets & Flyers
Photo Prints
Christmas Cards
Order of Service Booklets
Newsletters
Magazines
Exhibition Items
Outdoor banners

Ask us about our
one-day print service!

01444 239000
hello@lemonadeprint.com

These programmes were kindly printed by 
Lemonade Print for the MSAA free of charge.



STRONGER 
COMMUNITIES

A COMMUNITY GROUP OR 
ORGANISATION THAT HAS HELPED 
TO BRING TOGETHER CULTURES AND 
COMMUNITIES THROUGH A LOCAL 
PROJECT OR COMMUNITY ACTIVITY.

JUBILEE HUB (LIZZIE 
SCOTCHER)

The Jubilee Hub is a weekly social 
group. The aim of the Hub is to be 
a place of hope, belonging and 
happiness for people in the community 
who are isolated because of their 
poverty, mental health issues, care 
giving, abuse or other challenges. 
The Hub’s drop in-cafe sessions 
provide the opportunity to make 
friends, have fun, try new hobbies and 
receive support and signposting to 
other support agencies. It provides 
a range of activities; pool, table 
tennis, PS4, games and arts and 
crafts; or people can just have a 
coffee, sandwich and a chat. 

Many of the Hub visitors struggle 
with anxiety, and, previously if they 
have wanted support, they have 
had to get several buses to Crawley 
or Horsham. This has often been a 
block for them, but now they have 
somewhere to go that is within 
walking distance of the town.

The Hub has been open since April 
2017 and most weeks has an average 
of 25 people attend. The Hub is run by 
a group of enthusiastic and committed  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
volunteers who make time to 
chat with people and help them 
feel supported. The Hub to many 
is a haven and solace from the 
struggles they face in their lives.

SPIRE CAFE IT SUPPORT 
WALK IN AND RIBBETTS 
HOUSE IT SUPPORT WALK IN 

Sessions are held weekly and are in 
their 5th year at The Spire Café. The 
sessions operate on a 1:1 basis and the 
volunteers fill a real need in the local 
community for all ages but particularly 
the elderly. The sessions deal with a 
myriad of problems relating to laptops, 
tablets and mobile phones some 
easier to solve than others.  In the past 
year they held 277 1:1 sessions helping 
on average 25 people per month. 
Weekly drop in sessions for Ribbetts 
House commenced in February this 
year, and 3 desktop computers have 
been set up for residents who don’t 
own a computer to search the web 
and do online shopping. The team 
provides 1:1 support to the residents 
many of whom are elderly. Problems 
and maintenance of residents own 
equipment is also undertaken. To date 
60 1:1 sessions have been undertaken.

This team is extremely dedicated, 
unassuming and committed, with a 
wealth of knowledge between them. 
Those attending the sessions can be 
assured of a friendly welcome and 

all the support they need - enabling 
members of the community to get on 
line, visit websites, write and send emails 
and find out how their equipment works. 
It is invaluable to the local community.

SUSSEX EHLERS-DANLOS 
SYNDROME COMMUNITY 
SUPPORT GROUP (JANE GREEN)

Sussex Ehlers-Danlos Syndromes 
and Hypermobility Support (SEDS) 
was formed in June 2018 to support 
sufferers, family members and carers 
of those with EDS / HEDS or symptoms 
of these conditions. SEDS supports 
anyone regardless of age (with members 
representing babies less than one year 
old to people over 87 years old), race 
or gender. Those involved in setting 
up SEDS understood the issues of 
getting a diagnosis as it is a complex 
connective tissue disease and medical 
practitioners are generally not trained 
so there is currently no medical or 
care pathway for sufferers. As a result, 
those with the condition often end 
up in A&E departments, which is very 
costly, or worse stuck at home, isolated, 
physically deteriorating and with their 
mental health often suffering. This is 
why SEDS is so important to support 
sufferers in the community. People can 
talk to others, directly or via social media, 
share their experiences and those well 
enough can attend social activities and 
educational talks put on by the group. 

Building knowledge of the condition in 
the community is also very important so 
SEDS aims to fund EDS hypermobility 
books to provide to GPs, libraries and 
health groups. SEDS also works with 
other organisations that have similar 
aims or where there may be synergies. 

Importantly the group works to find 
places that run activities such as Pilates 
that are safe for sufferers and where the 
practitioners are EDS aware. Activities 
can be part funded by SEDS as the group 
believes taking part in activities can 
really help maintain physical condition 
and improve mental health. SEDS has 
already helped save four lives by helping 
sufferers get a diagnosis, in some 
cases very rare and life limiting that 
had previously been misdiagnosed.

SUSSEX OAKLEAF

Sussex Oakleaf’s ‘The Big Mental Health 
Pop up’ project was incredibly inspiring. It 
created mental health awareness for the 
general public to help reduce stigma and 
create a discussion platform. It brought 
a sense of vitality for the community in 
an area undergoing redevelopment.

The project allowed artists suffering from 
mental health issues to become involved 
in their community, gain confidence and 
to challenge their own as well as other 
people’s perception of their potential. 
It was a hub of information regarding 
mental health and was perfect as a 
drop-in centre. The stories of mental 
health recovery were incredibly inspiring 
and the conversations brought back 
by the volunteers regarding the event 
are still being discussed. reaching a 
workforce of 300. The far-reaching effect 
on the community was enormous.

COMMENDED

Ariel Company Theatre, Ashenground 
Community Centre, Burgess Hill Youth, 
‘Love Your Village’ Pyecombe, Mid 
Sussex Dementia Forum, Summerhaven.

SPONSORED BY



BUSINESS IN THE 
COMMUNITY AWARD 

RECOGNISING A BUSINESS WHICH 
SUPPORTS OR MAKES A POSITIVE 
CONTRIBUTION TO BENEFIT AND 
ENHANCE COMMUNITY LIFE.

HANDCROSS HARDWARE 
AND CRAFT

Les and Christina have run Handcross 
Hardware and Craft for 19 years 
supported by a team of directors 
and volunteers. The shop has a 
‘not for profit’ ethos, aiming to offer 
value for money alongside providing 
support and activities for the local 
community. The shop hosts a variety 
of community activities including 
craft and poetry evenings, book club, 
community choir, ‘Knit and Natter’ 
plus monthly minibus outings. It is 
the point of contact for the Help at 
Hand village support service and 
coordination of the community bus. 

The shop reflects the changing needs 
of the village and the environment. 
Initiatives include selling refillable 
Ecover products, supplying reusable 
shopping bags made from recycled 
material to help reduce the use of 
plastic, and renovating unwanted 
bikes to be resold for minimum cost - 
providing access to affordable cycling.

 
 
The shop is also a collection point 
for unwanted tools via the Work Aid 
programme. Three young people from 
the village are employed in the shop 
and local volunteers carry out a variety 
of roles. This local focus promotes 
the shop ethos of supporting the 
village community rather than purely 
a retail outlet. Les and Christina put 
the needs of their customers first. 
In the rare event that they don’t sell 
an item you want they will source it! 
They are always happy to chat and 
support customers in a wide variety 
of ways and are key members of the 
local community who go far above 
and beyond the role of shopkeepers.

MID SUSSEX WOOD 
RECYCLING PROJECT

The Mid Sussex Wood Recycling 
Project works with local business 
to recycle and re-use their waste 
timber. They recycled approx. 1500 
tonnes of waste timber in 2018. 

They work with Pericles charity 
to provide meaningful work 
activities for 12 adults with learning 
difficulties. Working with the Pericles 
students, they grow food and make 
wooden products that benefit the 
students and their charity. They 
sell rescued timber to the local 
community at reduced prices and 
often donate timber to community 
projects like Burgess Hill Shed.

SWOOVE FITNESS - ESTHER 
FEATHERSTONE

Esther Featherstone is the Creative 
Director and driving force behind 
Swoove Fitness. Swoove stands for 
Singing, Whooping and Moving. Each 
instructor commits to run one charity 
event per year. Esther herself runs a 
not-for-profit class every week, raising 
funds for a variety of local charities.  

Adding up all Esther’s personal 
fundraising, she has raised just over 
£200,000. Her long-term goal is to 
raise £1 million in her lifetime. There 
is no doubt at all that she will achieve 
it, and all those around her will help 
her do it. Esther turned 40 this year 
and in September is leading “The Big 
Swoove!” when the Swoove community 
of instructors and followers will sing, 
whoop and move for over 40 hours to 
raise £40,000 for 40 local charities. 

Swoove Fitness deserves this award 
because of Esther’s unceasing efforts 
to raise money for local charities, as 
well as providing many of us with an 
excuse for getting out of bed. The 
classes promote fitness, stimulation, 
coordination, camaraderie, laugher, 
increased lung capacity... and therapy!

THE MUG TREE TEA ROOM

The Mug Tree run by Kathryn Hibbard-
Little is a great little tea room because 
everyone is welcome from babies 
upwards. You are made to feel as though 
you are at home in your own lounge 
with kids playing and just having a 
great time with friends. Kathryn makes 
everyone feel part of the East Grinstead 
community and always has time to chat. 
She runs coffee mornings for all the 
people in the community. No one is left 
out. She goes above and beyond to 
make sure you leave her tea room happy.

COMMENDED

Ariel Company Theatre, Avtrade, 
Community Transport Sussex, 
Hurst/Cuckfield/Lindfield Life 
Community Magazines, Lindfield 
Co-op, Paul Massons Funeral 
Directors, Tania Rodd, Sussex Crafts 
Ltd, The Crown at Turners Hill.

SPONSORED BY



YOUNG VOLUNTEER 
OF THE YEAR 

RECOGNISING THOSE YOUNG PEOPLE 
WHO HAVE MADE A DIFFERENCE 
IN THEIR LOCAL COMMUNITY

STEPHEN BECKETT

Stephen Beckett is a remarkable 
young man, who is working to 
promote ‘Music for Memories 
Mid Sussex’ - an initiative which 
provides headsets for people living 
with dementia, loaded with their 
favourite songs from the past.

Stephen’s full involvement entails 
speaking to people individually to find 
out the music personal to them for 
their own playlist. He then prepares 
individual lists in mp3 format and 
transfers these to the individual 
headset. He is producing and keeping 
up to date spreadsheets with details 
for the organisation. He has also been 
to meet clients at Cherry Tree Centre 
to give out headsets with the persons 
playlist on and explain how to use 
them. He also has kept up friendships 
with a number of former residents of 
Ernest Kleinwort Court who have since 
moved to Coppice Care following 
the high profile closure of EKC.

Stephen is also a member of 
Sheddingdean Community 
Singers (previously Sheddingdean 
Community Choir) for which he 
provides percussion. Where school 
commitments allow, in future he 

hopes to join them when they sing 
with people living with dementia.

In a nutshell, Stephen gives up a lot of 
his time to volunteer in his community, 
doing the kind of things that aren’t 
always glamorous or fun. He is a 
very unassuming young man and 
richly deserves to be recognised.  

RHEA BURMAN

Rhea has been volunteering with 
Kangaroos since April 2016 and 
in this time has given almost 200 
hours of her time to help support 
the children and young people who 
come to the clubs and activities. 

Rhea volunteers across groups 
at PALS, STARS and BreakAway, 
supporting young people aged from 6 
to 18. She recently helped with a 25th 
Anniversary two-night trip to Alton 
Towers.  All the children and young 
people enjoy working with Rhea. She 
spends time getting to know them, 
ensures that they get the most they 
can out of the activities Kangaroos 
provide and most importantly, 
that they enjoy themselves.

AYO ODEYINDE

During the 2019 summer holidays 
Ayo arranged a Sports Summer Club, 
obtained all necessary permissions and 
ensured appropriate DBS checks for 
helpers. He arranged publicity, funding 
and all other aspects of a successful 
event for 20 primary children each day. 
Ayo regularly volunteers as a Sports 
Leader at Estcots Primary School in 
East Grinstead. He is a valued role 
model for younger children at Estcots. In 
addition he volunteers in the Welcome 
Café, a friendly community meeting 
space at Trinity Methodist Church. Ayo 
also volunteers at Charters Retirement 
Village along with his Scouts Group.

NATHAN WHITE

Nathan has worked to improve Moat 
Pond, which is so important to him as 
a child. He has just finished his first 
year at Plumpton College where he 
is studying Fisheries Management. 
Nathan worked with the Council officers 
as to what was wanted. He wrote a 
management plan, set up a Friends of 
Moat Pond Facebook page and has 
written several risk assessments for 

work parties working on the grounds.

Nathan is a young man who is passionate 
about the environment and his home 
town. He keeps the Facebook group 
updated and manages the demands 
of some of the members admirably. 
Recently he met the South & South 
East in Bloom judges who were so 
complimentary of him - he really is a star!

COMMENDED

Jake Herlihy, Noah Longhurst

SPONSORED BY



GOOD SPORT  
AWARD

A CLUB OR INDIVIDUAL WHO 
HAS MADE AN OUTSTANDING 
CONTRIBUTION TO SUPPORTING 
ACTIVITY OR SPORT IN MID SUSSEX.

MARION HEMSWORTH

Marion has been a runner and 
member of Haywards Heath Harriers 
for many years and is the current 
Chair Person. She coaches and 
encourages members of all levels, 
regularly helping out officiating at 
athletic competitions. Marion was one 
of the original Event Directors who 
set up Clair Parkrun in 2013 and has 
continued in this role ever since. To 
date approximately 6,000 individuals 
have run or walked this 5k event. 

Marion is the ‘M’ of J & M Running, a 
group which was set up over 9 years 
ago, with the aim of getting people 
running in Mid Sussex, whatever their 
starting point. The 8-week Learn to 
Run groups start throughout the year, 
building members up to running 5k at 
their own pace. The money collected 
is donated to charity – currently 
Crohn’s and Colitis UK, St Peter and 
St James Hospice and Headway. 

On reaching her 65th birthday, 
Marion set herself the challenge of 
running 65 races in the year raising 
money for Crohn’s and Colitis and 
raising over £5,000 in the process. 
In addition Marion has also set up a 
couple of annual running events at 

local National Trust venues; Wakehurst 
Place and Sheffield Park Gardens. 
Both club and non-club runners 
have benefitted from the chance to 
run around these beautiful locations 
outside of normal opening hours.

Marion makes great efforts to get 
people running and to make running 
an enjoyable activity available 
to all. She is a great ambassador 
for running and proof that your 
passion can inspire others.

HURSTPIERPOINT 
FOOTBALL CLUB

Hurstpierpoint Football Club have 
had a remarkable last 12 months 
in sporting excellence, but the 
club itself is far more interested in 
community excellence, and their 
achievements this year off the pitch 
are equally impressive. The club 
has worked tirelessly to get a new 
Under-18s side off of the ground, 
to create a permanent and easy 
pathway from junior football (Hurst 
Colts) to the adult club at 16. This 
is a particularly important age, with 
many distractions and barriers for 
local youngsters to get/stay involved 
with a community sports club. The 
success of the new youth team can 
be measured in footballing terms 
by a league win at the first time of 
asking but with the vast majority 
of players retained for this coming 
season and good number progressing 
through to the adult’s team, it is a 

project that can be deemed successful 
in terms of community spirit and 
integration. In addition the club has 
supported the village fair again this 
year and used its profile to raise 
money for local charity, Cancervive. 

Having almost folded a few seasons 
ago, the club adjusted their ethos - 
recognising that their primary role 
wasn’t as a ‘football’ club, but as a 
community group who could provide 
social opportunities and belonging 
for local people. Football is simply the 
vehicle - a common interest. It is this 
attitude that has allowed youth players 
to flourish, without fear of ‘not being 
good enough’. It’s an incredibly positive 
and refreshing club to be around.

LINDA TULLETT

Linda Tullett is an inspirational sports 
leader. Not only does she work at 
Southway Junior School in Burgess 
Hill, giving much of her time to support 
children in after-school clubs and sports 
matches, she also volunteers tirelessly 
for Haywards Heath Harriers. Linda has 
responsibility for track and field across all 
the junior age groups in the Sussex U13, 
U15 and Youth Development League. 
Every Tuesday come rain or shine, she is 
training and encouraging all the children 
in the club. She encourages the children 
to improve their fitness and achievement 
levels, helps them to try new events 
such as hurdles or long jump, and simply 
encourages them to enjoy sport, fitness 
and teamwork. On weekends she is often 

to be found travelling to competitions 
far and wide, giving her time freely and 
cheerfully to support the children. 

Linda is also often to be seen helping 
out and participating at various Sussex 
Parkruns. She has done so much to 
help the local area’s fitness and mental 
health. Linda is always so kind, helpful 
and inspiring. She dedicates so much 
of her time to local children and families 
and is full of boundless enthusiasm and 
energy, fully deserving of recognition.

COMMENDED

Vincenzo Alfieri, Ansty Ladies Cricket 
Club, Esther Featherstone, Jane 
Green, Clare McGill, Hill Top WI, 
Georgia Langston, Out There West 
Sussex, Woodside Netball Club 
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LIFETIME 
ACHIEVEMENT 
AWARD

AN INDIVIDUAL WHO HAS MADE A 
SUBSTANTIAL COMMITMENT TO THE 
COMMUNITY IN THEIR LIFETIME.

BARBARA ALDERSON

Barbara Alderson is a one in a million! 
Over very many years Barbara has 
raised funds for St Catherine’s Hospice 
and has raised about half a million 
pounds through her hard work and 
dedication.  Barbara collects unwanted 
gifts or the leftovers from jumble or 
table-top type sales and transforms 
them into desirable things that may be 
sold to raise funds for St Catherine’s. 
She also runs fund raising events 
such as Quiz Nights locally.  Despite 
being in her 80s, she spends very 
many hours each week on it, travels 
miles collecting unwanted items 
and she is tireless in her efforts and 
creativity. She serves the community 
and St Catherine’s with incredible 
modesty and dedication and richly 
deserves recognition for all she does. 

ALAN KELLY

Alan Kelly cares and contributes to 
the village community, continually 
putting in his time and effort into 
raising money and preparing events 
which are always welcoming and fun. 
From dressing up as an Easter Bunny 
to entertain the local kids from the 
small village school, to his enjoyable 
Fun Golf Day and his Gastronomic 
delights in his MasterChef renowned 
Chilli Competition, July Bake Off 
and Pie Competition. Alan is always 
involved with community events. He 
can be seen organising the tents for 
the village fete, waving his bat at the 
annual village cricket match and has 
been known to paint himself blue 
for the village Church pantomime.

He marshals the traffic in the annual 
bonfire night that attracts hundreds 
of visitors who block the road with a 
parade of the guy and torch bearers.  

He enters all competitions with 
gusto and is quite competitive but 
his organisation and enthusiasm 
in arranging these events brings 
everyone to the forefront and 
encourages everyone to contribute 
and join in. The result raises money 
for Children’s Christmas Party, 
Playground furniture, old Age 
Pensioners Christmas Dinner and 
the Village Community in general. 
He is exceptional in helping people 
and does all this for the benefit 
of the village , never seeking any 
reward. He is one of the characters 
that make Poynings what it is.

DOROTHY LAZENBY

Dorothy Lazenby has run two 4Sight 
Vision Support lunch clubs for older 
people with sight loss for the last 38 
years! The clubs provide good food, 
companionship, activities, events 
and outings. For many this is the 
highlight of their week and perhaps 
the only time they venture out. 

Her volunteers have benefited hugely 
from the satisfaction and achievement 
that comes from giving something back 
in life. Dorothy often visits club members 
at home when they need extra help 
or in hospital if they happen to be ill.

“Irreplaceable, inspiring, selfless, 
committed, thoughtful and kind” are 
just a few of the words that both club 
members and staff have used to show 
how highly Dorothy is thought of. At 
the same time as running the clubs she 
actively contributes to fund raise every 
year and is a member of the charity’s 
Mid Sussex Area committee and always 
comes along with tea and biscuits to 
fortify her fellow committee members!

Whilst volunteering for 4Sight Vision 
Support she has also been a Macmillan 
nurse doing regular night duties and a 
volunteer who has supported asylum 
seekers arriving at Gatwick Airport. 

The scope of her activities for both 
4Sight Vision Support and more 
importantly for her community has been 
and continues to be significant and this 
is why she deserves special recognition 
for the Lifetime Achievement Award. 

Dorothy took a little persuading to agree 
to be nominated for this award and her 
words were, “surely there are other 
people who deserve this more than 
me”. She is always thinking of others.

COMMENDED

Margaret Atkins, Barbara Baldwin, 
Margaret Collins, Mary Gibbens, 
Jane Green, Paul Huggett, John 
Kentsley, Ian Sanderson
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Mid Sussex District Council 
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Working together for a Better Mid Sussex

With special thanks to  
Sackville Instrumentalists


